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1. Introduction∗
In recent years the importance of business incentives policies as economic development
tools has been increasing throughout the EU and the US. Despite the importance of such
policies, the empirical evidence based on rigorous evaluations on their impact on desirable
economic outcomes is still confined to a limited number of programs. Impact evaluations,
produced with a rigorous counterfactual approach, do not constitute yet a widespread tool
adopted by EU policy makers (and, with more exceptions, by US policy makers) in order to
refine future business incentive interventions. Such lack of a greater diffusion of rigorous
evaluation studies on business incentive policies may be due to the fact that assessing the
causal link between the incentives and the outcome of the evaluation is a particularly
difficult task. Many confounding factors (often including a number of competing public
programs other than the policy being evaluated) affects the outcome of the evaluation at the
same time as the program intervention. Moreover, extensive firm-level (or geographically
aggregated) databases, often difficult to assemble, are needed by rigorous impact
evaluations.
This paper aims at contributing to the evaluation literature on business incentive
policies by offering a useful tool guide to navigate the many possible options in choosing
the appropriate outcome data and impact identification strategy for the analysis. Each
option presented in the paper is discussed based on the program characteristics and whether
or not the analysis focus on socially desirable outcomes recorded at the level of assisted
firms or at the level of the geographic areas in which the program incentives are in place.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the choice of
the outcome variable for the evaluation. Section 3 illustrates the policy relevant impact
evaluation parameters. Section 4 discusses the feasibility of randomized experiments.
Section 5 illustrates impact identification strategies in non-experimental settings. Section 6
offers some concluding remarks, discussing the issue of evaluations of single programs
versus evaluations of multiple programs.
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2. Choosing the outcome variable of the analysis
In general terms, business incentive programs can produce desirable socio-economic
outcomes through the following chain of causal links:
Figure 1: Causal links from business incentives to desirable socio-economic outcomes

A
Eligible firms find the
program incentives to be
attractive, do apply for them
and program funds are
allocated to assisted firms

B

C

Program incentives are
capable of modifying in a
desirable way the investment
and/or hiring behavior of the
assisted firms

Program-induced increases in
investments and economic
activity by assisted firms
generates some socio-economic
improvements for the areas in
which the incentives are
available

In order for a program to succeed, eligible firms need to find the program incentives to be
attractive and they do have to apply for them. Measuring whether or not a program is
capable of producing outcomes A, however, does not provide any kind of impact evaluation
of the policy. This is because, even if all program funds are allocated to applicant firms, the
actual impact of the program could be zero in the event that all assisted firms would have
made the same investment, or hired the same number of workers, even in the absence of the
incentives.
Focusing the analysis on outcomes A, therefore, is only aimed at assessing whether or
not the management of the program was effective in designing desirable incentive
packages, marketing the program among eligible firms and properly handling the program
application process. Even if the program activity data are produced in the form of business
outcomes, such as the number of jobs or the volume of investments generated by assisted
firms, this type of analysis is not to be mistaken as an actual impact evaluation of the
program, as it is still done in quite some number of reports commissioned by regional or
state economic development agencies (both in the EU and in the US, as reported in Bartik
2004 and Bondonio and Greenbaum 2006) which erroneously assume that none of the
business activity recorded in the assisted firms would have occurred in the absence of the
program.
Proper impact evaluation analyses involve assessing whether or not the program
incentives produce outcomes of type B or C. Assessing whether or not business incentive
programs achieve outcomes of type B, very often, requires acquiring, for both assisted and
non-assisted firms, longitudinal data recording firm-level employment, capital
expenditures, or sales. Differentiation of the firm-level outcome data (y) between pre- and
post-treatment times, needed to eliminate the selection bias due to correlation between
unobserved fixed effects and the treatment, should be performed as absolute changes rather
percentage changes. This is because the social benefit of each additional job/unit-ofinvestment/sales generated by the program incentives (compared to what would have
happened in the absence of the program) is to be weighted equally whether or not the
job/unit-of-investments/sales is generated in a small or large firm. In cases in which the
data on the incentive payments are not very precise as the exact location in time, long
differencing of y (between a pre- and a post-treatment time) is to be preferred to
differencing with very detailed measures of time changes.
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Impact evaluations focusing on the distant outcomes of type C should be performed
mainly for programs targeting only specific geographic areas, such as, for example, the US
state and federal Enterprise Zones, the “Zones Franches Urbaine” of France, the proposed
“Zone Franche Urbane” of Italy, and, by some degree, the incentives co-funded by the EU
structural funds in “Objective 2 areas” (see for example: Bondonio and Greenbaum 2007,
O’Keefe 2004, Engberg and Greenbaum 1999, Boarnet and Bogart 1996). In such cases the
economic weight of the program incentives is not disproportionally small compared to the
size of the economy of the target areas, and appropriate evaluation models are capable of
identifying the program impact on the target areas outcomes, controlling for the major
confounding factors. Impact evaluation focused on outcomes of type C call for using
geographically aggregated data on firm-outputs (such as employment, capital investments,
sales), residents employment rate, per-capita income or indicators of improvements on the
overall desirability of the target areas (such as housing values). In general terms,
differentiation of the outcome variable yi.t (being i the geographic unit of the analysis)
should take the form of percentage changes rather than absolute changes. This is because
for outcomes of type C, the intensity of the social benefits of the program-induced absolute
change in y depends on the pre-intervention size of the target areas communities.
In some cases, policy makers do also show interest in knowing program impacts on
outcomes of type C even for incentives programs lacking specific geographic targeting. In
principle, business incentives programs of all sorts are somehow capable of affecting
distant outcomes, such as macro-economic indicators of the well-being of residents
measured at the level of the entire provinces, regions, or states in which eligible firms are
located. In the vast majority of cases, however, the economic importance of the group of
assisted firms, compared to the size of the province/region/state economy in which they are
located is almost negligible. As a result, any actual program impact (in the form of a
positive impulse given to the province/region/state economy) become virtually undetectable
from the changes to the outcome variable of the evaluation caused by many confounding
factors (including, in many cases, other competing public programs) of a much greater
importance than the possible program-induced improvements in the economic activity of
the assisted firms.
Using rigorous impact evaluation designs to assess whether or not business incentives
had long-lasting impacts on employment or economic activity outcomes of assisted firms is
also often to be avoided. Assisted firms are economic units embedded in many ways in a
network of economic transactions from ones to the others. In the medium/long-run, a
possible positive program impulse produced on the assisted firms employment or economic
activity is likely to have enough time to generate subsequent impacts also on non-assisted
firms, those outcome data become endogenous to the treatment and cannot anymore be
used to retrieve counterfactual estimates.
As a result, estimating the impact of business incentive policies in terms of long-run
macro-economic or employment benefits for an overall province/regional/state economy,
should be attempted exclusively when the importance of the economic outputs of the
assisted firms is not disproportionally smaller than the size of the local economy, and only
using regional macroeconomic simulation models (such as REMI - Regional Economic
Models inc., (Fan, Treyz e Treyz 2000). In such cases, analyses with regional
macroeconomic simulation models, however, should be performed only after having
rigorously estimated the program impact on outcomes of type B. Lacking reliable evidence
on the program impacts on the proximate outcomes recorded at the level of the assisted
firms, the evaluation outcomes produced by regional macroeconomic simulation models
would be upward biased. This is because the set of multipliers used by such models would
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be applied directly to the entire volume of jobs or investments generated by the assisted
firms, instead to only the number of additional jobs or new investments that the assisted
firms would have not generated being absent the program incentives.

3. Policy relevant parameters: ATTs versus distributions of the treatment effects
Let’s define for each unit of observation a set of potential outcomes, one denoted by y (0) ,
indicating the outcome that would be observed if unit i received no treatment of any kind,
and the other ones denoted by { y (1)
x } x∈X, indicating the outcome of receiving a categorical
treatment of type x, with {x = 1,2,….,X} being the different discrete treatment categories.
Tx ∈{0,1} is a binary indicator for the treatment of category x received (with Tx=0
corresponding to no treatment, and Tx=1 corresponding to treatment). In case of a single
treatment category, notations simplifies to y (0) , y (1) , T∈{0,1}.
The policy-relevant parameters, which are of most interest in the impact evaluation of
business incentives programs, are ATTs (Average Treatment Effect on the Treated),
estimated either for a single category of treatment and for the entire population of treated
units, or for a number of different categories of treatment and for different subpopulations
of treated units.
In cases when both the characteristics of the incentives and the pre-intervention
observable covariates of the treated units are all fairly homogeneous, to obtain policy
relevant empirical evidence is sufficient to estimate:
τ = E[ y (1) - y (0) | T=1],

(1)

which represents the classic ATT parameter, for an homogenous binary treatment.
When, instead, the treatment has quite different economic values across the population
of treated units, or when the treatment impact is expected to be different according to
different pre-intervention observable characteristics (W) of the treated units, policy relevant
empirical evidence is obtainable by estimating different ATTs for different subpopulations
of the treated units and/or for different treatment categories:
(0)
τ(x, w) = E[ y (1)
| Tx=1, W=w].
x - y

(2)

In such cases, policy relevant empirical evidence is typically obtainable when the different
treatment categories x are in the form of different ranges of economic values of the
incentives, and/or in the form of different types of benefits granted to assisted firms, such
as below-market-interest-rate loans versus capital grants or tax credits.
Estimating different impacts for different categories of the economic value of the
incentives is of interest to policy makers because one of the most useful pieces of empirical
evidence (in order to redefine future policy interventions) is the cost of the program per
each additional unit of desirable outcome induced by the program. Discrete categories of
the economic treatment intensities are often of more policy interest than continuous
specifications. This is because, often, the information leading to the operationalization of
data on the economic value of the incentives are based on Net Equivalent Subsidy (NES)
figures. Computing such figures is very data demanding, and often results in computations
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of the economic values of the incentives that, because of the presence of significant noise,
do signal actual differences in treatment intensity only across fairly wide apart NES values.
Estimating different impacts for categories of treatments based on whether or not the
program incentives are under the form capital grants or below-market-interest-rate loans is
of interest to policy makers for the following reasons. Below-market-interest-rate loans are
more economical than capital grants, in the sense that with the same amount of public
funds, the loans allow the government to provide incentives to a much larger number of
assisted firms, generating a greater leverage than with capital grants. The latter, however,
by giving firms a financial advantage largely superior to that of below-market interest rate
loans, are less prone to the risk of dead-weight loss. In fact, they hold the potential of
having a larger impact on the decisions that assisted firms make regarding their investment
and employment levels, when compared to what it would have occurred without the
benefits of the program.
While ATTs parameters do have a great policy relevance for business incentive
programs, this may not be the case for estimates of the distribution of treatment effects
(measured, for example, as the proportion of assisted firms for whom there is y(1)- y(0) =0 or
(0)
y (1)
=0). This is because (at least for estimating treatment impacts on economic or
x - y
employment outcomes of assisted firms -outcomes of type B in Figure 1) socially desirable
outcomes do not arise from the well-being of assisted entrepreneurs or of stockholders of
assisted firms. Rather, socially desirable outcomes (in the form of economic or
employment outcomes) are achieved, for example, when new jobs attributable to the
program incentives are generated in a declining local economy1. In such cases, it could
happen that similar socially desirable outcomes are obtained whether or not the creation of
new jobs occurs evenly on the entire spectrum of assisted firms or it is concentrated only
among some of the assisted firms. Therefore, once ATTs of the program are estimated, the
distribution of treatment effects may play a smaller role in being of significant policy
relevance.

4. Randomized experiments
Both in the EU and in the US, virtually no business incentives policy has been implemented
with a randomized experiment scheme (the only exception being a small US
entrepreneurship training program sponsored by the Department of Labor in the early
nineties, Bartik 2004). Ethical and political difficulties in excluding some eligible firms or
target areas from the incentives are likely to have prevented a more significant adoption of
randomized experiments.
In the case of business incentive polices with no specific geographic target, however, as
suggested in Bartik (2004), such difficulties could be eased if the experimentation would
take the form of random selection of firms for targeted marketing of the program. If such
randomly assigned marketing efforts are strong enough, the result should be some sharp
difference in the usage of the program incentives between the treated firms (those receiving
the marketing efforts) and the control-group firms (those not receiving the marketing
efforts). The results would be a source of variation in program usage that does not directly
affect the outcome variable of the evaluation.

1

This is not necessarily the case when the analysis focus instead on estimating the impact of R&D incentives
on measures of firms’ innovation outcomes.
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For incentives programs with specific geographic target, such as the proposed "Zone
Franche Urbane” (ZFU) of Italy, ethical and political difficulties associated with
experiments could be eased with a delay-of-treatment randomization scheme having the
following features. First, a number of eligible target areas are designated based on the
policy indicators of socio-economic distress. Second, data collection starts for all eligible
target areas, gathering information (measured at the same precise geographic level of the
target areas) that can be used as outcome variables of the evaluation (such as, for example,
employment, per-capita income, poverty rate). Third, eligible areas are randomly assigned
to a treatment and a control group. In the treatment group, the ZFU incentives are started
immediately, while the control group (instead of having denied the ZFU incentives all
together) experience a delay of two-three years in the beginning of the program. In such
period of time, randomized experimental conditions are in place, while ethical and political
difficulties are eased by the fact that treatment in the control group is delayed and not
denied.

5. Impact identification strategies with non-experimental data
Table 1 summarizes some of the identification strategies that has been used (or that are
usable) in rigorous counterfactual evaluation studies of US and EU incentives programs of
significant importance. What follows is a concise review of each identification strategy,
discussing the extent to which each strategy is a good fit for the different types of programs
to be evaluated, the different choices of the outcome variables of the evaluation and the
different scenarios of data availability.
Exploiting geographical natural experiment conditions (GNEC) has been used to
evaluate state-wide incentives/tax programs in the US, focusing on data from communities
crossed by state borders determining differences in the treatment status of firms (e.g.
Holmes 1998). In general terms, such identification strategy is best applicable to evaluate
the impact of incentive programs at the regional/state/province level, with eligible firms
selling goods and/or services predominantly within the local markets in which they are
located, and with focus on outcomes of type B (Figure 1). In such cases, threats to the
validity of the analysis come, by the most part, from changes (exogenous to the program
incentives) that may occur in the economy of the local communities in which assisted and
non-assisted firms are located. In order to control for such confounding factors all other
identification strategies have to rely either on conditional independence assumption (CIA,
i.e. selection into treatment is based on observables characteristics of firms’ local
markets/communities) or on the hypothesis that all unobserved heterogeneity of firms’ local
markets/communities are fixed effects (in case of DD schemes applied to comparisons of
firms outcomes), or at least fixed linear growth trends (in case of DDD schemes).
Exploiting GNEC enables to identify program impacts without having to rely on such
assumptions, at the risk, however, of producing results with weaker external validity, if
GNEC can be found only for a small percentages of assisted firms, and neither the program
incentives nor the assisted firms have fairly homogenous characteristics.
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Table 1: Non-experimental impact identification strategies for business incentives programs

Identification strategy

Description

Exploiting geographic
natural experiment
conditions (GNEC)

GNEC can be exploited when it’s possible to compare outcomes
from units located within a same cohesive local community
crossed by some administrative boundaries which generates two
different areas A, B. In area A the program incentives become
available Pr{T=1|A}>0. No incentives are available in area B
Pr{T=1|B}=0

Sharp regression
discontinuity designs (RDD)

Sharp RDD can be applied when applicant firms are ranked based
on observable characteristics K and program incentives are
awarded only to firms with K> k . In such cases, for firms in a
neighbourhood of k , the treatment status is nearly randomly
assigned, enabling treatment estimates to be based on E{y(1)| k + }E{y(0)| k − }

Conditional difference in
difference with binary
propensity score statistical
matching (CDD-PSM)

Observable pre-intervention differences between assisted and nonassisted units are controlled for by PSM. Fixed-effects unobserved
characteristics are controlled for by a DD design on outcomes of
matched units

Propensity score matching
(PSM) with program
heterogeneity: PSM with
discrete treatment
categories; Generalizes PS
for continuous treatments

Imbens (1999), Lechner (2001, 2002) extensions of PSM to
multiple treatment categories. Joffe and Rosembaum (1999) and
Lu, Zanutto, Hornik and Rosembaum (2001) matching estimator
for programs with ordered doses of treatment. Hirano and Imbens
(2004) or Imai and Van extension of PSM to continuous
treatments. Without implementing a DD design on outcomes of
matched units (or without properly differencing the outcome
variable), impact identification relies on pure selection on
observables assumptions

Three stages conditional
difference in difference
(3STG-CDD)

I) based on each categorical binary variable Tx,w (x∈X incentives
types, w∈W firm characteristics), a set of PS vectors are
estimated.
II) for each treatment category, units outside the PS common
support regions are eliminated
III) a CDD parametric model (with categorical treatments and
control variables with flexible functional forms) is estimated on
units with common support

Sharp regression discontinuity designs (RDD) can be typically applied to programs
without specific local geographic targeting and with the availability of data on rankings of
applicants (for example, some RDD have been applied to the evaluation of Italy’s law
488/92, in Bronzini De Blasio 2006 and Pellegrini Carlucci 2003). If the analysis is focused
on the firms outcomes of type B (Figure 1), program impact identification is possible by
comparing outcomes from applicant firms ranked in a neighborhood of a cut-off point k
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that determines the treatment status (this is because in such neighborhood of k treatment
status can be though of being nearly randomly assigned). As RDD can identify mean
impact estimates only for the assisted firms in the neighborhood of k , results are typically
of acceptable external validity (from a policy-relevance point of view) only if both
incentive payments and the characteristics of the assisted firms are fairly homogeneous
throughout the entire population of treated. As proposed in Battistin and Rettore (2008),
“partially fuzzy” RDD set-ups could yield a specification test (in the neighborhood of k ) to
assess the local properties of any non-experimental estimators usable to retrieve the
treatment impacts on the whole population of treated. For business incentives policies,
however, “partially fuzzy” RDD conditions may be quite a rare occurrence. This is because
for programs with incentive payments based on a competitive auction process, data on the
final rankings of applicant firms do typically exclude firms that drop-off from the auction.
As a results virtually all firms above the cut-off threshold k do receive the program
incentives, while all firms below k do not. Programs with no competitive auctions do not
maintain lists of eligible firms. As a result, either available firm-level data are not sufficient
to disentangle eligible non-treated firms from non-eligible firms, or the program eligibility
rule (based for example on a simple binary coding of firms’ sector classification) is such
that a neighborhood of the eligibility threshold is hard to find, and eligible and non-eligible
firms are likely to be exposed to quite different economic exogenous dynamics in times
during the program implementation.
Conditional difference in difference designs, with propensity score matching (CDDPSM), are best applicable to either programs with specific local geographic target, in cases
in which impact estimates are focused on outcomes measuring economic improvements of
the target areas (O’keefe 2004), or programs focusing on assisted firms (such as
manufacturers) that predominantly operate on national or international markets. In such
cases, data on observable pre-intervention variables which may be distributed differently
between treated and non-treated units are often available. Such confounding factors are
controlled for by a PSM design, which (through it’s well known balancing property,
Rosembaum and Rubin 1983) surpasses the difficulties of choosing the proper functional
forms of the observable control variables. Unobserved heterogeneity between treated and
non-treated units is then controlled for by relying on DD (or DDD) schemes applied on the
outcomes of the matched units. Such procedure, ensure that ATT parameters are identified
relying on fixed-effects assumptions (or fixed linear growth rate assumptions in the case of
DDD) only for unobserved heterogeneity, while observed heterogeneity is controlled for
without such assumptions.
Imbens (2000), Lechner (2001, 2002) and Imai and Van Dyk (2004) extensions of PSM
estimators to cases of multiple treatment categories are valuable alternatives to evaluate
programs with treatment heterogeneity (related either to different ranges of economic
values of the incentives, and/or to different types of benefits granted to assisted firms)
and/or programs with heterogeneity of the treated units. In the case of programs with
ordered doses of treatment, the matching estimator of Joffe and Rosembaum (1999) and Lu,
Zanutto, Hornik and Rosembaum (2001), which entails a single scalar propensity score for
all dose levels, is another possible option. Some type of Generalized propensity score
estimator (GPS), finally, could also be applied for evaluating programs with continuous
levels of the economic value of the incentives (Hirano and Imbens 2004 and Imai and Van
Dyk 2004)2. In their pure forms, however, extended PSM, GPS and matching-with-ordered2

To evaluate the impact of a business capital subsidy policy with continuous treatment (the Italian Law
488/92), a two steps matching estimators has also been proposed (Adorno, Bernini and Pellegrini 2007).
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treatment-doses estimators strictly rely on selection on observables identification
assumptions (either for both the selection into the program and the selection into the
different treatment categories/doses/levels, or exclusively for the latter -as in one estimator
proposed in Behrman, Cheng, Todd 2004). In order to control for fixed-effects- or fixedlinear-growth-rate- unobserved heterogeneity between treated and non-treated units (or
among different treatment categories/doses/levels), therefore, it’s advisable, also in these
cases, to complement such estimators with a DD (or DDD) scheme applied on the
outcomes of the matched units (or to transform the outcome variable into differences, in the
case of the GPS estimator).
For evaluating multiple programs with many sources of treatment heterogeneity,
variation in the economic level of the incentives and heterogeneity of treated units, a further
possible option is to implement PS as a “nonparametric” first-stage processing for reducing
model dependence in parametric estimators of treatment impact estimates (Ho, Imai, King
and Stuart 2007). A suitable procedure of this sort could be the following three stages
conditional difference in difference estimator (3STG-CDD): I) based on each categorical
binary variable Tx,w (x∈X incentives types, w∈W firm characteristics), a set of PS vectors
are estimated; II) for each treatment category, units outside the PS common support regions
are eliminated; III) a CDD parametric model (with categorical treatments and control
variables with flexible functional forms) is estimated on units with common support. Since
such 3STG-CDD procedure cannot exploit the PSM balancing property, extensive
sensitivity analysis is to be performed to test how impact results may differ based on
different functional forms of controls.

6. Single-program- versus multiple-programs- evaluations
This paper reviews and discusses the different options in choosing the appropriate outcome
data, parameters of interest and impact identification strategies that are best suited for
evaluating business incentives policies. Since, very often, multiple different programs are
available to the same types of eligible firms in a same geographic area3, all of the different
issues discussed in the paper are applicable to either single-program evaluations or
comparative joint evaluations of multiple programs.
Single-program evaluation studies (SPEs) are by far more frequent than evaluations of
multiple programs (MPEs). SPEs require much less data collection efforts, and often, they
can rely on simpler operationalizational rules for coding the treatment variables. In order to
identify policy-relevant average treatment effects on the treated (or on subpopulations of
the treated units), however, SPEs have to rely on the crucial assumption that treated- and
non-treated- firms have the same conditional probability of receiving assistance from other
different incentive programs (from which no data are available) during the time span
considered in the analysis:
P(Tx*=1 | W, Tx=1) = P(Tx*=1 | W, Tx =0), for all x*∈X* and x∈X

(3)

3

In Italy, for example, in recent years, an average or twenty or more different incentives policies (from
National, Regional and EU sponsored programs) have been available in the same geographic areas to the
same types of eligible firms.
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where {x = 1,2,….,X} represents the set of treatments being the focus of the impact
evaluation analysis, and {x* = 1,2,….,X*} represents the set of treatments from the different
unobserved incentive programs that may be available to treated and non-treated firms4.
Quite often such assumption is not much plausible 5 and results from SPEs can suffer
from attenuation bias (in the most frequent cases in which non-assisted firms are more
likely to gain access to other forms of incentives than assisted firms). MPEs, instead,
although requiring extensive data collection efforts, do not have to rely on such crucial
assumption (as all of the sources of incentive payments are typically observed), and they
are often capable of exploiting the across-programs heterogeneity of incentives and
designation rules to provide findings with larger external validity.

4

If P(Tx*=1 | Tx=1) ? P(Tx*=1 | Tx =0), identifying policy relevant average treatment effects on the treated
with SPEs would require to assume that none of the incentive programs, other than the ones being evaluated,
may affect the firm outcome considered in the analysis: { y x* = y x* } x*∈X*.
5
With some few exceptions such as Italy’s Law 488/92.
(1)

(0)
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Evaluating the Effects of Business Incentives Policies:
A Discussion Note on Identification Strategies

Summary
This paper aims at contributing to the impact evaluation literature on business incentive policies by
offering a concise discussion of the many possible options in choosing the appropriate outcome data
and impact identification strategy for the analysis. Each option presented in the paper is discussed
based on the program characteristics and whether or not the analysis focus on socially desirable
outcomes recorded at the level of assisted firms or at the level of the geographic areas in which the
program incentives are in place. Also reviewed in the paper are the role of randomized experiments
and the policy relevance of estimating average treatment effects on the treated versus distributions
of the treatment effects.
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